ONE COLLABORATION SOLUTION TO UNITE THEM ALL: INTEL® UNITE.™

Here’s to meetings that start without calls to IT, an extensible platform that streamlines existing tools, and intelligent spaces that make workplace transformation scalable.

WHY END USERS LOVE IT

Faster meeting starts. Meetings start faster with Intel® Unite™ solution, which reduces technology setup time. Wireless technology means there are no dongles, wires, or worries.

Smarter meeting rooms. Enables workers to wirelessly share screen content—up to 4 screens at once—and collaborate with others on the corporate network.

Easy collaboration. With Intel Unite software running on client devices, attendees can connect and interact with meeting content in real time, from any location where they have a corporate network connection.

TOOLS EVERYONE CAN USE

Works well with others. Too many of today’s tools don’t get along. Intel Unite solution is an open and extensible platform that can work with existing technologies.

Integrates with plugins. Integrates many of the latest apps you’re already using with plugins, such as Skype for Business* and Zoom.*

Runs on multiple operating systems. Works with Windows*, OS X*, iOS* for iPad & Android for tablets.

SIMPLE TO SET UP AND MANAGE

Easy setup. Making conference rooms smarter with Intel Unite is as simple and scalable as tucking select Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor-based mini-PCs behind monitors or under tables.

Remote management. Use the administrator web portal to manage settings and hub configuration profiles remotely.

The Intel Unite solution.

- Intel Core vPro processor-based mini-PC
- Plugins for hosting hubs
- Intel Unite software for clients
- For enterprise installations: Intel Unite software for servers

Unite collaboration at intel.com/unite
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